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Abstract 
 
 Natural magnetic fields include the Earth’s magnetic field and biomagnetic fields 
produced by living organisms. Earth has a static magnetic field whose intensity is 
constantly fluctuating and has deviations called geomagnetic storms. In multiple 
experiments, we found that geomagnetic storms that occurred either on the same day as 
the experiment, or four days before the experiment had a significant impact on the 
subsequent behaviour of planaria and photon emissions of germinating sunflower seeds. 
However, the effects were most evident in only a subset of their populations. Consistent 
with this idea, a small proportion of planaria seemed able to detect the presence of a weak, 
patterned electric field in a maze. We also found that when humans practised healing 
intentionality on breast cancer cultures, they had a subtle influence on the photon 
emission from the cells. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of natural magnetic 
fields even if their influences evade our awareness. 
 
Keywords: electric field, magnetic field, geomagnetic storm, planaria, photon, cancer, 
experimental design, plant, endogenous, circadian, weather, neuroscience 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
 From a young age, people are always taught that we have 5 senses: touch, taste, 
hearing, smell and sight. These systems all operate on the basic principle of sensory cells 
detecting an exogenous stimulus that they are specialized for, this information is then 
relayed to the cerebral cortex for the individual to become aware of. It is a common fallacy 
that most people assume our world consists of what we are able to perceive using the five 
senses. Many things that are not detectable by our five senses do exist. For example, a 
myriad of additional weather variables are continuously present in our environment. 
People are aware of temperature changes, precipitation, humidity and wind speeds 
because these are all easily perceived. However, people cannot easily perceive changes in 
the barometric pressure. We know it exists and that low pressure is associated with 
thunderstorms, but we do not have any specialized sensory cells that can detect this 
change in pressure. This does not mean that changes in barometric pressure cannot still 
have an influence on our behaviour. For example, decreases in barometric pressure are 
associated with restlessness, water retention that leads to arthritic pain (Persinger, 1980), 
decreased mood scores (Persinger & Levesque, 1983) and increased suicide rates in Japan 
(Tada et al., 2014). 
 Two other weather-related variables that we cannot easily perceive are 
atmospheric electricity and the Earth’s electromagnetic field. Atmospheric electricity 
describes the potential difference generated between the negatively charged surface of the 
Earth and the positively charged upper atmosphere (Persinger, 1980). There are diurnal 
variations in field intensity with minimums between 02:00 and 04:00 local time, and 
seasonal variations with minimums during December-January and maximums during 
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July-August (Persinger, 1980). The intensity of the atmospheric electricity ranges from 
120V/m (volts per meter) to 150V/m (volts per meter), which increases up to 10,000V/m 
during thunderstorms and 1,000V/m during falling snow (Persinger, 1980). The 
biological effects associated with an increased potential difference are similar to those 
described for barometric pressure. This is not surprising as the increase in potential 
difference just before a thunderstorm is coupled with a decrease in barometric pressure 
(Persinger, 1980). 
 
Earth’s Magnetic field (the geomagnetic field) 
 
 The Earth’s static magnetic field is thought to be generated by the relative rotation 
of the liquid iron core at its centre (Press & Siever, 1974). The magnetic north and south 
poles of the Earth represent the dipoles of the magnetic field, with flux lines travelling 
from the south pole to the north pole (Sears & Zemansky, 1964). The greater the density 
of flux lines, the higher the intensity of the magnetic field, therefore because the flux lines 
converge at the poles, the geomagnetic field at the poles have an intensity of about 70μT, 
whereas the magnetic field at the equator is about 25μT (Persinger, 1980). The 
geomagnetic field also has a time varying component with frequencies that fall in the 
extremely low frequency (ELF) range. A frequency of approximately 7.8Hz, corresponds 
to a wavelength of the ELF that approximates the circumference of the Earth, which 
produces a resonance between the Earth and the ionosphere (Persinger, 1975b). Earth’s 
magnetic field can be influenced by solar wind, a stream of plasma that originates from 
the Sun. This actually compresses the geomagnetic field, increasing its intensity 
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(Persinger, 1980), and subsequently produces a diurnal variation, with the lowest 
intensities during the night (Persinger, 1980; Liboff, 2013). 
 There are multiple indices that can be used to describe the shifts in the intensity of 
the Earth’s magnetic field during a geomagnetic storm. The most well-known is the kp 
index, a semi logarithmic scale that was invented in 1938 (Bartels, Heck & Johnston, 
1939). The Ap index is derived from the kp index and has units of nanoTesla. The values 
reported for these indices are derived as averages from 13 observatories around the globe 
(Rostoker, 1972). They represent the largest deviation in the horizontal and declination 
component of the field. The vertical component of the field used to be included but was 
removed as it was always disturbed the least (personal communication, Dr. Claudia Stolle, 
Professor of Geomagnetism, Head of Section 2.3 Geomagnetism at GFZ German Research 
Centre for Geosciences, Helmholtz Centre Potsdam). The dst index represents the ring 
current around the Earth and is derived from observatories near the equator (Rostoker, 
1972). The AA (antipodal) index is derived from two observatories, one in the northern 
hemisphere in the UK and one in the southern hemisphere in Australia (Mayaud, 1972). 
 
Biological effects of geomagnetic storms 
 
 In humans, geomagnetic storms have been associated with several abnormal 
behaviours including: increased psychotic episodes (Freidman et al., 1963), decreases in 
mood scores for males (Persinger, 1975a), increased psychotic depression in males (Kay, 
1994), increased vestibular experiences (Persinger & Richards, 1995), increased out of 
body experiences (Persinger, 1995a), increased death rate for epileptics (Persinger, 
1995b), and increased suicide rates for males in Japan (Tada et al., 2014). These results 
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and many others have been summarized for the reader in Table 1. General trends that 
emerge from the table are that complex human behaviours, such as out of body 
experiences (Persinger, 1995a) and vestibular experiences (Persinger & Richards, 1995) 
have non-linear relationships with geomagnetic storm intensity.  This was something that 
was predicted by Dr. Persinger (1995a). Additionally, responses that are more simple, 
such as hormone levels (O’Connor & Persinger, 1996), seizures and deaths in epileptic 
rats (Bureau & Persinger, 1992; Persinger, 1995b), and analgesia in rats (Galic & 
Persinger, 2007) displayed linear relationships with geomagnetic storm intensity. 
Another consistent finding is that for most of these studies there was a threshold of ~20nT 
in deviation for the response to occur (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Correlational data of biological responses to geomagnetic disturbances. 
Behaviour Response Index Threshold Trend Timing of storm, 
related to event 
Citation 
Human       
Psychiatric hospital 
admissions 
Increase Ap   14-35 days before 
admission 
Friedman, 
Becker & 
Bachman, 
1963 
Mood Decreased mood 
in males 
AA  Linear 1-3 days before 
measurement 
Persinger, 
1975a, 
Persinger & 
Levesque, 
1983 
Telepathic experiences Increases during 
transient quiet 
periods 
AA   Occurred on days of 
quiet activity that 
followed storm 
conditions (V-
shaped) 
Persinger, 
1985b 
Bereavement 
hallucinations 
Increase in 
hallucinations 
during transient 
quiet periods 
AA   Occurred on days of 
quiet activity that 
followed storm 
conditions (V-
shaped) 
Persinger, 
1988 
Telepathy in dream 
states 
Accuracy increase 
during quiet 
geomagnetic 
periods 
AA 20nT  Occurred on days of 
quiet activity that 
followed storm 
conditions (V-
shaped) 
Persinger & 
Krippner, 
1989 
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Temporal lobe signs 
and depersonalization 
experiences 
Increase in signs 
in young adult 
males 
AA 30nT Linear Day after birth Hodge & 
Persinger, 
1991 
Out of body 
experiences while 
being exposed to weak 
magnetic fields 
Increase in out of 
body experiences 
in individuals 
with complex 
partial epileptic-
like signs 
AA 16-45nT Non-
linear 
Same day Persinger, 
1995a 
Sudden death in 
individuals with 
epilepsy 
Increase AA 50nT  Days that exceeded 
50nT in one month 
Persinger, 
1995b 
Vestibular experiences 
while being exposed to 
weak magnetic field 
Increase in 
vestibular 
experiences 
AA 15-20nT Non-
linear 
Same day Persinger & 
Richards, 
1995 
Hormone levels in 
complex partial 
epileptic female 
Increase in 
thyroxine but not 
cortisol or 
prolactin 
AA 20-25nT Linear Same day O’Connor & 
Persinger, 
1996 
Sudden infant deaths Increase AA  Non-
linear 
Number of days per 
month with 
increased 
geomagnetic storm 
intensities 
O’Connor & 
Persinger, 
1997 
Births Males born 
during higher 
activity than 
females 
AA   High activity 3 days 
before to day of 
Persinger & 
Hodge, 1999 
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Likelihood of having 
an epileptic seizure in 
adults 
Increased AA  Linear Within 1 day of birth Persinger & 
O’Connor, 
1999 
Melatonin metabolite Decreased AA 20nT  1-2 days before 
measurement 
Burch, Reif 
& Yost, 1999 
Religious experiences 
beside open pit 
magnetite mine 
Increase number 
of experiences 
after period of 
high activity 
AA   Occurred on days of 
quiet activity that 
followed storm 
conditions (V-
shaped) 
Suess & 
Persinger, 
2001 
Plane crashes from 
pilot or electronic 
errors 
Increased AA   Same day Fournier & 
Persinger, 
2004 
Hospital admissions 
for psychotic 
depression 
Increase in males AA   Peak 8-14 days 
following storm 
Kay, 2004 
Sensed presence when 
exposed to weak 
magnetic fields 
Increase Ap 15-20nT Linear Same day Booth, 
Koren & 
Persinger, 
2005 
Human 
electroencephalograph
ic activity 
Decrease in 
gamma and theta 
power in right 
frontal lobe and 
increase in theta 
power in left and 
right temporal 
and parietal lobes 
Atmosph
eric 
power 
 Linear During the 
measurement 
Mulligan, 
Hunter & 
Persinger, 
2010 
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Accuracy of remote 
viewing 
Decrease Kp  Linear During the task, or 
the variability in Kp 
for the day of 
Scott & 
Persinger, 
2013 
Coherence between 
posterior temporal 
lobes 
Increases Kp 2 Non-
linear 
Time of 
measurement 
Saroka et al., 
2014 
Suicide rates in Japan Increase in males 
(Increase in 
suicides in males 
and females were 
also associated 
with decreased 
barometric 
pressure) 
Kp   Used monthly mean 
K index 
Tada et al., 
2014 
Hormone levels in 
Svalbard (one of the 
most northern cities) 
Increase cortisol 
June and 
October; 
decreased T3 in 
June; no 
difference for T4 
Kp and 
Ap 
  Day of 
measurement 
Breus, Boiko 
& 
Zenchenko, 
2015 
Rat       
Day time activity on 
wheel 
Increase A   ~ day before Persinger, 
1976 
Mortality in epileptic 
rats 
Increase AA 20nT Linear 1-2 days previous Bureau & 
Persinger, 
1992 
Nocturnal ambulation Decrease AA  Linear 0-3 days before 
measurement 
Bureau & 
Persinger, 
1992 
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Latencies of seizure 
onset 
Decrease AA 20nT Linear Same day Bureau & 
Persinger, 
1995 
Sudden death in 
epileptic rats 
Increase AA   Same day Persinger, 
1995b 
Number of seizures in 
epileptic rats 
Increase AA 50nT  Same day and day 
before 
Persinger, 
1995b 
Analgesia Decrease Ap 15-20nT Linear 3 days before Galic & 
Persinger, 
2007 
Planaria       
Group mortality Increase Kp 6  1 day before to same 
day 
Murugan et 
al., 2015 
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 These studies all show correlations between environmental electromagnetic 
exposure, in particular geomagnetic storms, and changes in behaviour. However, as with 
any correlational findings, one of the limitations is that correlation does not mean 
causation. When studying effects of different weather conditions, multiple weather 
variables will change simultaneously (Persinger, 1980), making it difficult to isolate the 
driving factors. That is why experimental manipulation is important to verify some of the 
relationships found above. Most importantly, in terms of geomagnetic field research, 
experiments with synthetic magnetic fields that were patterned to imitate a geomagnetic 
storm have been conducted many times (Persinger et al., 2005; Mulligan et al., 2012; 
Gang et al., 2013; Mekers et al., 2015). For example, increased mortality in epileptic rats 
was shown to occur after the incidence of geomagnetic storms with a threshold of 50nT, 
a trend also found in the death of humans with epilepsy (Bureau & Persinger, 1992; 
Persinger, 1995b). When a synthetic magnetic field patterned after geomagnetic storms 
was applied nocturnally to epileptics rats, there was a significant increase in mortality 
within 24 hours, most substantially when the field intensity was 50nT (Persinger et al., 
2005). Increased death was also found in Daphnia magna after exposure to magnetic 
fields that were digitized recordings of a geomagnetic storm (Krylov et al., 2014). In 
another instance, exposure of rats to the same magnetic field pattern was used to produce 
a significant increase in the percent seizure display (Persinger, 1996; Michon & Persinger, 
1997), supporting the identified correlational relationships (Persinger, 1995b). Another 
replicated finding was the change in electroencephalographic activity that predominantly 
occurred in the right frontal, temporal and parietal lobes theta activity (Mulligan et al., 
2010). An experimentally applied geomagnetic storm field produced similar changes in 
right parietal theta activity (Mulligan & Persinger, 2012). This has also been shown for 
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increase in the low frequency component of heart rate variability found in participants 
after exposure to a synthetic magnetic field patterned after a geomagnetic storm (Caswell 
et al., 2014), which replicated some of the relationships found in correlation with natural 
geomagnetic storms (Dimitrova et al., 2013; McCraty et al., 2017). 
 
Biological effects of applied electromagnetic fields 
 
 The EMFs appear to be the most effective when they are designed to mimic the 
electrical activity associated with physiologic processes. For example, a magnetic field 
that was patterned after a burst-firing neuron in the limbic system (Richards et al., 1993) 
has been to shown to reduce clinical symptoms of depression in individuals who sustained 
closed head injuries (Baker-Price & Persinger, 1996) and reduce psychometric signs of 
depression in normal individuals (Corradini & Persinger, 2013). Exposure to this field 
pattern increases the pain threshold in rats (Martin et al., 2004) and acts on opioid 
receptors with similar effectiveness to morphine (Fleming et al., 1994; Murugan et al., 
2014). 
 
Potential role of endogenous EMFs 
 
 Bioelectricity refers to the cells ability to create its own, endogenous electrical 
current often by the movement of specific ions across the cell membrane. Bioelectricity is 
thought to be used by cells and tissues in processes such as communication within 
themselves and between each other. These endogenous fields exist not just around 
neurons and muscle cells, but are associated with epithelial cells as well (Levin, 2009), 
and is critical for wound repair in epithelial tissues (Zhao, 2009). Organs that contain 
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cells that are specialized for bioelectric discharges can also generate their own 
electromagnetic fields. For example, the bioelectric discharges present in the heart 
(McCraty, 2015) and the brain (Xiang et al., 2009) are routinely measured using 
ECG/MCG (electrocardiography/magnetocardiography) or EEG/MEG 
(electroencephalography/magnetoencephalography), respectively. These 
electromagnetic fields may have a role in social interactions (Liboff, 2016; Liboff, 2017). 
McDonnell (2014) has posited that how humans interact with each other may in part be 
determined by unique electromagnetic patterns that each of us can generate. Liboff 
(2016) estimated that human brains can generate magnetic field intensity fluctuations of 
around 100nT. It has been demonstrated experimentally that an individual who practices 
meditation and Reiki can induce changes of up to ~12nT in the direction of the horizontal 
component of the Earth’s field while imagining white light (Persinger et al., 2013).  
 
How EMFs may influence experiments 
 
 Geomagnetic storms may behave as an additional magnetic field stimulus that can 
interact with the bioelectric field generated by activity of cells in the organism which 
would potentially alter the baseline state of the organism and consequently alter the 
behavioural responses being measured. This would consequently alter the response of the 
organism during the experiment. Alternatively, changing the background magnetic field 
intensity may alter the efficacy of an applied magnetic field (Persinger, 1985a). Every 
sensory modality has a Weber fraction (1),  
 
(1) Weber fraction = ΔS/S 
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Where, ΔS is the change in background intensity at which a stimulus can be detected and 
S is the absolute intensity of the background stimulus (Persinger, 1985a). The sensory 
modalities all have a ratio to describe their different levels of sensitivity; it has been 
proposed that a ratio for magnetic sensitivity could exist as well (Persinger, 1985a). 
Therefore, since geomagnetic storms alter the background intensity of the Earth’s 
endogenous field they may alter an organism’s sensitivity to magnetic fields. This may 
explain the results of an experiment which demonstrated differences in the effects of 
magnetic fields on plant growth, depending on whether geomagnetic storms occurred 
during the experiment (Rakosy-Tican et al., 2005). More evidence for this idea comes 
from Blackman et al. (1985) who found that altering the background intensity of the 
horizontal component of the geomagnetic field would predict if exposure to an alternating 
current magnetic field was able to induce calcium influx.  
 Individuals that are significantly influenced by geomagnetic storms are usually 
members of sensitive populations, either having anomalous cardiac or psychiatric 
behaviours (Freidman et al., 1963; Persinger, 1995b; Kay, 2004). This indicates that 
altered electrical lability in an individual is an important component in predicting their 
responsiveness to a geomagnetic storm. While organisms that are used in biological 
experiments, such as planaria, are all bred and fed in the same manner, the normal 
distribution still applies.  Therefore, each unit would have a different level of sensitivity 
to geomagnetic storms. This means that they aren’t all identical, and in experiments 
sometimes it won’t be the whole population that produces a different response to 
geomagnetic storms, but only a portion of the population. In the statistical analysis, this 
effect may be obscured if all of the planaria are averaged together, and that’s why it’s 
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important to also compute a variability score between organisms in a given condition and 
given trial, as that may be a more sensitive indicator of an effect. 
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Chapter 2- Seasonal and lunar variability in planaria mobility, and 
influences from natural fluctuations in the Earth’s geomagnetic 
field 
 
Abstract 
 There are many behaviours that show seasonal and lunar cycles that are 
evolutionarily advantageous for the organism. Occasionally when organisms are kept in 
controlled conditions, they maintain these cycles, indicating the potential existence of 
endogenous rhythms, or a sensitivity to environmental factors that are not yet known and 
can penetrate buildings. Seasonal and lunar cyclicity has been demonstrated in planaria 
(Dugesia tigrina). A yearlong experiment was conducted where weekly measurements 
were made of planaria mobility to investigate seasonal or lunar cycles, as well as any 
sensitivity to geomagnetic storms. A statistical interaction of season by lunar phase 
interaction was found, where planaria showed significantly more movement when there 
was a new moon but only in one half of the Earth’s orbit. The change in planaria behaviour 
was associated with a change in background photon counts, a possible cosmic source is 
discussed. It was also found that the occurrence of geomagnetic storms were associated 
with outlier behaviour in some of the planaria. The outlier behaviour is similar to what’s 
been demonstrated in sensitive human populations, indicating there may be common 
mechanisms. 
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Introduction 
 
 Cycles are pervasive in the behaviours of biological organisms (Gauquelin, 1967). 
Cycles can occur over a period of hours, termed ultradian, such as hunger (Wuorinen & 
Borer, 2013). Circatidal rhythms are behaviours that alternate with the tides (about 12 
hours long), such as the mobility of the mangrove cricket (Takekata et al., 2014). Cycles 
that occur over a period of one day are termed circadian, one of the simplest examples 
being the human sleep cycle (Mongrain et al., 2004). There are also lunar cycles, such as 
the spawning of the grunion (Walker, 1949; Carson, 1950; Gauquelin, 1967). Circannual 
rhythms are behaviours that occur once a year, such as mating in deer (Gaspar-López et 
al., 2010), or that show annual variability such as hair growth and thyroid activity 
(Gauquelin, 1971). 
 Studies have demonstrated that when placed in a light- and temperature- 
controlled environment, biological organisms can maintain cyclicity in their behaviour. 
Some studies have concluded this as proof that these cycles are regulated by endogenous 
mechanisms (Gwinner & Dittami, 1990), while others concluded they are being driven by 
exogenous variables (Brown et al., 1955; Spruyt, Verbelen, & De Greef, 1987; Moraes et 
al., 2012). Either is possible and both may contribute to these effects.  
 Frank Brown Junior demonstrated that planaria could orient themselves 
according to the Earth’s static magnetic field but that this behaviour was sensitive to the 
lunar phase, except during the summer months (Brown, 1962). He also demonstrated that 
during the summer months planaria displayed a peak in sensitivity to weak gamma 
radiation (Brown, 1963). In the wild, planaria have been observed to be most abundant 
when the water temperatures range from 13-25°C and are sparse or can no longer be 
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found during the winter months, presumably because of the temperature drop (Stokely et 
al., 1965). In addition to the obvious temperature changes, there are also yearly variations 
in atmospheric electricity with minimum intensities in the summer months (Persinger, 
1980) and circannual variations in geomagnetic storms (Rostoker, 1972; Persinger, 1980). 
 Planaria are small fresh water flat worms from the phylum Platyhelminthes. Their 
central nervous system consists of bilateral cephalic ganglia (joined by an anterior 
commissure) and ventral nerve cords (Marsal et al., 2003). There are two ways in which 
planaria can move. The first is by using cilia present along the length of their bodies which 
they use to glide along a surface (Nishimura et al. 2007). If these cilia are removed, the 
planaria can then use their longitudinal muscles to inch along a surface (Nishimura et al., 
2007; Nishimura et al., 2011). 
 This experiment was designed to evaluate any change in planaria mobility 
behaviour that occurred across the different seasons that might parallel what has been 
observed previously (Brown, 1962; Stokely et al., 1965). Lunar phases and geomagnetic 
activity were included because of the research that has shown planaria to be sensitive to 
these variables (Brown, 1962; Mulligan et al., 2012; Gang et al., 2013; Murugan et al., 
2015). It begun with an analysis on planaria that were in control conditions from a variety 
of previous experiments, which indicated that the current experiment was warranted. 
 
Methods 
 
Planaria  
 Brown planaria (Dugesia tigrina) were obtained from Boreal Biological Supplies. 
They were acclimatized to lab conditions and housed in President’s Choice spring water 
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at 4°C. Planaria were fed calf liver once a week and were not used within three days of 
being fed. 
Measurement 
 Three to five planaria were observed once a week in an open field paradigm.  First, 
they were transferred from their housing container kept in the fridge to a petri dish and 
allowed to acclimate to room temperature for ~15 minutes before they were observed 
consecutively in the open field. The open field consisted of a 10 cm petri dish containing 
20 mL of spring water, placed on top of a piece of 0.5 cm grid paper. The planaria were 
allowed 5 minutes to roam freely in the dish and the number of gridlines that they crossed 
were counted. Data was collected weekly beginning on February 5, 2017 and finished 
February 4, 2018; there were a total of 5 weeks during this time when there was no data 
collected. 
Statistical Analysis 
 The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the number of gridlines crossed were 
determined for all of the planaria tested for each day of observation. When investigating 
seasonal and lunar cycle effects, each week represent one sample in the analysis. Another 
analysis was completed on the occurrence of planaria that were outliers. These outliers 
were determined by computing a z-score for each planaria in the experiment, any planaria 
with z-scores greater than 2 were considered outliers. The weeks were then coded as 
containing an outlier or not, so that again each week represented one sample in the 
analysis. Geomagnetic storm activity was quantified using the Ap index, a linear measures 
of the disturbance and has base units of nanoTesla (nT) (Rostoker, 1972). All statistical 
analyses were completed with SPSS.  
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Results 
 
 Statistical analysis revealed that planaria movement was similar in winter and 
spring so measurements in those seasons were grouped into one condition and fall and 
summer measurements were grouped into another. The moon phases were also grouped, 
where measurements during the new moon and third quarter were grouped together and 
measurements during the first quarter and full moon were grouped together. A two-way 
ANOVA determined a significant interaction between the grouped seasons and grouped 
moon phases for the mean number of gridlines crossed [F(1,46)=6.19, p=0.017; Figure 1], 
but not for the SD between the planaria observed on one day (p>0.05). In the post-hoc 
analysis the alpha cut-off was raised to 0.10 in order to show the group differences that 
were driving the interaction. Tukey’s post-hoc showed that the new moon/third quarter 
planaria in the fall/summer moved 1.8 fold more than the first quarter/full moon planaria 
in the same season group (p=0.055) and also moved 1.75 fold more than the new 
moon/third quarter planaria in the winter/spring (p=0.073). 
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Figure 1. Average number of gridlines crossed by planaria. Error bars represent the 
standard error of the mean (SEM). 
 
 For the analysis on the presence of outliers the geomagnetic storm index values, 
represented by the AP-index for the day of observation and the 6 preceding and 
succeeding days were entered into the database. A discriminant analysis that used the 
geomagnetic data was able to discriminate between the days of observation with an outlier 
(N=9) and days without an outlier (N=38). Variables that entered were the AP indices 
from 4 days before the day of observation and 4 days after the day of observation [Wilk’s 
Λ=0.676, X2(2)=17.2, p<0.001]. The function had a canonical correlation of 0.569 and 
explained 76.6% of the original cases, and 74.5% of the cross validated cases. To 
determine what the differences were between the AP values between the outlier vs. non-
outlier days, a within-subjects MANOVA was used on just these two days with the 
presence of an outlier as the independent variable. A significant between subjects effect 
was found [F(1,45)=21.3, p<0.001; partial eta squared=0.32; Figure 2] with no significant 
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within subject effects (p>0.05). A oneway ANOVA determined that both 4 days pre and 4 
days post were elevated when there was an outlier vs when there was not [F(1,46)=9.45, 
p=0.004 and F(1,46)=7.94, p=0.007, respectively].  
 If fluctuations in geomagnetic intensity can increase the incidence of outliers, this 
suggests that exposure to geomagnetic fluctuations can promote large variations in 
movement for individual planaria. The presence of these outliers would contribute to the 
overall means and may have influenced the season- and moon- phase interaction 
presented above. Therefore, that analysis was repeated using the AP-index as a covariate. 
The AP-index from 4 days before measurement was a significant covariate [F(1,46)=4.25, 
p=0.045, B=0.582] as was the AP-index from 4 days after the measurement 
[F(1,46)=7.46, p=0.009, B=0.664], however neither removed the significance of the 
original interaction. 
 
Figure 2. Intensity of daily average AP index (nT) 4 days before and 4 days after the day 
of observation. Outlier refers to weeks that had a planaria that moved more than 2 
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standard deviations above the grand mean. There were 9 weeks with an outlier and 38 
weeks with none. Error bars represent SEM. 
 
Discussion 
 
 Planaria mobility showed an interaction between moon phase and season of 
observation. This was only apparent when the data recorded in the winter and spring were 
grouped into one variable and the data recorded in the summer and the fall were grouped 
into one variable. Additionally, the data recorded in the new moon and third quarter were 
grouped together, as was the data recorded during the full moon and first quarter. For 
example, during the new moon/third quarter in the fall/spring is that the sun and moon 
are both on the same side as the Earth. An image was created to demonstrate the 
arrangement of the Sun, Moon and Earth during the group that was driving the 
interaction (Figure 3). The interaction was being driven by the planaria movement during 
the fall/summer (June 21st – December 20th), in one half of the Earth’s orbit (Figure 3). 
The interaction with lunar phase was not seen in the other half of the Earth’s orbit 
(December 21st – June 20th). This indicates that there was something unique occurring 
when Earth was traveling between June 21st and December 20th. The interaction of 
planaria movement with seasonal and lunar position suggests a possible astronomical 
influence.  
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Figure 3. Schematic of approximate arrangement of Sun, Earth and Moon during highest 
gridline counts of planaria. S=Sun, E=Earth, NM=New Moon and TQ=Third Quarter. The 
galactic center would be on the same side of the Sun as the Earth is in this picture. This 
view is looking down at the solar system, where the Earth is moving counter-clockwise 
around the Sun and the Moon is moving clockwise around the Earth. 
 
 Dr. Persinger (2015) demonstrated a reliable change in background photon counts 
over the course of a year that showed peak numbers when the Earth was closer to the 
galactic center (at Fall Equinox, September 22) and annual lows when the Earth was 
farthest away (at Spring Equinox, March 20). He found it to result in a change of 10-12 
W/m2, which corresponded to double the number of photons (Persinger, 2015). One 
source of electromagnetic radiation from the galactic center is gamma radiation (van 
Eldik, 2015). Frank Brown Junior (1964) has demonstrated that planaria are sensitive to 
weak intensity gamma radiation and that this sensitivity is variable over the course of the 
year. However, when gamma rays come into contact with the atmosphere, they 
breakdown into an air shower of electrons and positrons, some of which will produce 
Cherenkov light, which is predominantly in the UV and blue light spectrum (Hinton, 2011; 
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van Eldik, 2015). These wavelengths of light fall into the wavelength sensitivity range of 
the photomultiplier tube (280 to 850nm) used by Dr. Persinger (2015). Additionally, 
studies have shown that when exposed to UV and blue light, planaria display an increase 
in movement not found with other wavelengths (Paskin et al., 2014; Murugan PhD thesis, 
2017). The change in planaria behaviour seems to have been influenced by the circannual 
variation in background photon counts as related to Earth’s distance from the galactic 
center (Persinger, 2015). 
 The analysis of the incidence of statistical outliers in planaria movement showed 
that on the days when the outliers were present there was a greater amount of 
geomagnetic storm activity before and after the day of observation, with intensities in the 
range of 15-20nT. This suggests that some planaria have the potential to be outliers but 
that it was the storm activity that precipitated this behaviour. Increased planaria 
locomotion has been demonstrated after being exposed to a magnetic field patterned after 
a geomagnetic storm (Gang et al., 2013). 
 These results demonstrate that there is some process that contributes to the 
planaria’s mobility that is sensitive to geomagnetic storms and that this sensitivity is only 
present in a small proportion of a treatment-naïve population. In humans, geomagnetic 
storms have been associated with abnormal behaviours such as increased psychotic 
episodes (Freidman et al., 1963), decreases in mood scores of males (Persinger, 1975), 
psychotic depression in males (Kay, 1994), increased vestibular experiences (Persinger & 
Richards, 1995), increased out of body experiences (Persinger, 1995a), increased deaths 
in epileptics (Persinger, 1995b), and increased suicide rates of males in Japan (Tada et 
al., 2013). While planaria mobility is not as complex as the indicated human behaviours, 
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the fact that they all occur in association with increased geomagnetic storms could mean 
that they are all derived from similar mechanisms.  
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Chapter 3: Sensitivity of planaria to weak, patterned electric 
current and the subsequent interactions with fluctuations in the 
intensity of Earth’s magnetic field 
 
Abstract 
 
 Some species of fish show highly evolved mechanisms by which they can detect 
exogenous electric and magnetic fields. The detection of electromagnetic fields has been 
hypothesized to exist in humans, despite the lack of specialized sensors. In this 
experiment planaria were tested in a t-maze with weak electric current pulsed in one arm 
to determine if the planaria showed any indication of being able to detect it. It was found 
that a small proportion of the population seemed to be attracted to this current. 
Additionally, if the experiment was preceded by a geomagnetic storm, the planaria 
showed a linear increase in the variability of their movement in response to the presence 
of the weak electric field. Both of these results indicate that a subpopulation of planaria 
show some ability to respond to electric or magnetic fields. 
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Introduction 
 
 There are several species of fish that have specialized cells for detecting electric 
fields in their environment (Meyer et al., 2004; Salazar et al., 2013; Bellono et al., 2018). 
Most fish capable of eletro- or magnetoreception do so by producing a weak 
electromagnetic field of their own and detect fluctuations and disturbances of this 
endogenously produced field (Salazar et al., 2013). The electroreception receptors 
involved operate through well studied mechanisms, involving low voltage L-type calcium 
(Cav1.3) and potassium ion channels (Bellono et al., 2018). The Cav1.3 channels are 
present on a wide variety of other cells, not traditionally thought to have the capacity of 
electroreception, including dopamine secreting cells in the brain (Putzier et al., 2009; Liu 
et al., 2014) and cochlear cells in the ear canal responsible for hearing (Chen et al., 2012). 
While mammals don’t live in a medium as electrically conductive as water, air is able to 
efficiently conduct magnetic fields (Persinger, 1980). Additionally, electromagnetic fields 
are generated by organs whose cells communicate with each other with bioelectric 
discharges caused by the movement of ions across the cell membrane, such as in the heart 
(McCraty, 2015) and in the brain (Xiang et al., 2009). Some experiments have indicated 
the potential for reception of disturbances of the Earth’s magnetic or electric field. For 
example, the application of a magnetic field with the same intensity as the Earth’s was 
used to classically condition sharks (Meyer et al., 2004). This detection may occur in 
mammals even if it does not enter conscious awareness or is attributed to a different 
cause. This potential interaction between environmental electromagnetic fields has 
already been demonstrated in the human brain, where the pattern of its electrical activity 
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showed transient periods of coherence with the Earth’s magnetic field (Pobachenko et al., 
2006; Saroka et al., 2016). 
 Planaria are small, fresh water flatworms that have central nervous systems 
containing all of the classical neurotransmitters that are found in humans (Ribiero et al., 
2005). Planaria have dopamine-synthesizing cells in their anterior regions that are critical 
for their mobility (Nishimura et al., 2007). They also have endogenous melatonin that 
shows a similar diurnal variation to humans (Itoh et al., 1999). Past research has shown 
interactions between exogenous melatonin and exposure to magnetic fields that imitate 
geomagnetic storms (Mulligan et al., 2012). 
 In the 1960’s Frank Brown Junior demonstrated that planaria could reliably re-
orientate themselves relative to the North-South compass direction, indicating they may 
be able to detect the Earth’s static magnetic field (Brown, 1962; Brown & Park, 1965). The 
present experiment aimed to investigate electroreception in planarian flatworms. We did 
this by placing the planaria in a maze that had an electric field in one arm of the maze, 
and then observing the planaria’s movement for indications of a preference – or 
avoidance – towards any specific arm. 
 
Methods 
 
Planaria 
 Planaria (Dugesia tigrina) were housed at 4 degrees Celsius in a refrigerator. They 
were fed calf liver weekly. Before any experimentation began they were given 10 minutes 
to acclimatize to room temperature. They were kept at all times in President’s Choice 
spring water.  
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Electric field application 
 The electric field was generated by a homemade system consisting of a SainSmart 
ATMega2560 microcontroller that interfaced with a circuit built onto a breadboard that 
consisted of a diode, transistor, and 20kΩ resistor. The breadboard also had an R2R 
resistor ladder which allowed digital to analog conversion. The digital input originated 
from a Gateway laptop (model: NV53A) computer. From this laptop, Arduino software 
programming was used to construct the parameters of the field. The same laptop was used 
for the entire experiment. 
 The field used was patterned after a magnetic field called Thomas, patterned after 
a chirp in a communication system (Murugan & Persinger, 2014) (Figure 4). This pattern 
was created through the Arduino- microcontroller output system that would translate 
points ranging from 0-256 to a potential difference between +/ – 5V. The duration of each 
point was set to 3 msec (milliseconds) and the delay between the end of one pattern and 
the beginning of another was also set to 3 msec. The field was turned on before the 
planaria were placed in the maze or was left off for the entire duration. The latter group 
were considered as the sham condition.  
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Figure 4. Thomas pattern, modeled after chirp features of a communication system 
(Murugan & Persinger, 2014). 
 
 A picture of the t-maze used can be seen in Figure 5. It was made from a rectangular 
plastic dish filled with paraffin wax, which had a “T” shape mould (credit: Dr. Nirosha 
Murugan). A drawing of the t-maze is found in Figure 6. A pair of electrodes (one positive 
and one negative) were placed opposite one another on Line B, in either Arm 1 or Arm 2. 
The electrodes were separated by about 1 cm and were able to form a circuit through the 
spring water.  
Behavioural Measures  
 The planaria were placed in the bottom of the starting arm and allowed to roam 
freely in the maze for 5 minutes. The movement of the planaria were recorded for the 
amount of time it took them to leave the starting arm (cross Line C in Figure 6), which 
arms in the maze they went into, the amount of time it took for them to cross into each 
arm (cross either of the Line A’s in Figure 6), and the total number of arms they visited. 
A planaria was considered to have crossed into an arm when its full body had crossed over 
the line. 
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Figure 5. A picture of the t-maze that was used for this experiment. It was created by filling 
a plastic dish with paraffin wax and molding the “T” shape into this. During testing it was 
filled with ~ 7mL of President’s Choice spring water. 
 
 
Figure 6. Drawing of the t-maze and the layout of all the arms. The electrodes were placed 
at Line B, in either Arm 1 or Arm 2. The planaria were placed in the bottom of the starting 
arm and allowed to roam free for 5 minutes. The arms that they visited and the time for 
them to cross Line C 
Statistical Analysis 
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 The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the indicated planaria movement 
variables were taken for each day of experiment in each condition (3-5 planaria per 
condition per day), so that one day of experiment for either sham or the field was 
represent by one mean value and one SD value. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used 
when looking for main effects between the presence of the electric field and the arm of the 
maze it was present in. Pearson’s r and Spearman’s rho were used to correlate planaria 
behaviour with geomagnetic storm activity. Geomagnetic storm activity was quantified 
using the Ap and AA indices; they are both linear measures of the geomagnetic 
disturbances and have base units of nanoTesla (nT) (Rostoker, 1972; Mayaud, 1972). All 
statistical analyses were completed with SPSS.  
 
Results 
 
 There were no significant effects for the presence of the field in any of the variables 
of planaria movement in the maze (p>0.05). Over the course of the experiment, it was 
noted that occasionally a planaria would go up to one of the electrodes and make contact. 
This was noted 15 different times out of a total of 143 planaria in the study. Each time this 
occurred, the behaviour of the planaria was not the same; sometimes the planaria would 
glide over the electrode and seem unaffected, while at other times the planaria would 
convulse but stay close to the electrode and keep convulsing (even if the current was then 
turned off to allow the planaria to move away). A new variable was computed for the 
percentage of planaria that were noted to display this type of behaviour for each condition 
on each day. A two-way ANOVA with independent variables of presence of field and side 
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of electrodes indicated a significant main effect for the presence of field [F(1,35)=5.67, 
p=0.023; omega squared=0.14; Figure 7]. 
 
 
Figure 7. Percent of planaria per day of experiment that made contact with an electrode 
while in the t-maze. There were 19 days of experiments in the Thomas group and 17 days 
of experiments in the sham group. Error bars represent standard error of the mean 
(SEM). 
 
 It was noted that the phenomenon reported above did not occur homogenously 
across the different days of experimentation. A discriminant analysis was used to 
determine if there was any relation between the AP index of geomagnetic activity and 
occurrence of planaria making contact with an electrode in the Thomas condition. The 
days were coded in binary; the phenomena either occurred (N=9) or did not (N=10). The 
average daily AP index for the day of measurement and the preceding and succeeding 6 
days were also recorded. Variables that entered into the model were the AP indices from 
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4 and 5 days after the presence of the behaviour [Λ=0.573, X2(2)=8.90, p=0.012]. The 
function had a canonical correlation of 0.653 and explained 73.7% of the original and 
cross-validated cases. To determine the difference between the AP indices 4 and 5 days 
after the day of observation between the days when the phenomenon was present or 
absent, a within subjects MANOVA was used. There was a significant interaction between 
the presence of the phenomenon and the day of AP indices [F(1,17)=11.5, p=0.003, partial 
eta squared=0.40; Figure 8]. Paired t-tests showed that the AP indices from plus 4 days 
to plus 5 days were significantly different in the group where the phenomenon did not 
occur [t(9)=3.48, p=0.007]. There was no significant difference between the AP index 
measured between these two days when the phenomenon did occur [t(8)= -0.86, 
p=0.416]. 
 
 
Figure 8. Daily average AP indices 4-5 days after the planaria were observed in the t-maze. 
Error bars represent SEM. 
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 Correlational analysis was used to determine any relationships between the 
continuous variables (the amount of time it took for them to cross Line C or Line A and 
the number of arms they visited in the 5 minutes) and the AP indices. A correlation was 
considered significant if the Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation analysis were 
both statistically significant. There were no significant results when the entire dataset was 
analyzed, only when the groups of Thomas (N=19 days of experiments) and Sham (N=17 
days of experiments) were analyzed separately were significant correlations found with 
the amount of movement variables. This was quantified as the total number of arms the 
planaria visited during the 5 minutes it was given in the t-maze. The mean and standard 
deviation were taken for the values in each condition for each day of experiment. Results 
are summarized in Table 2 for the mean number of arms visited and in Table 3 for the 
standard deviation of the number of arms visited. These tables contain the Pearson and 
Spearman values, if both these values were found to be significant then a Fischer’s r to z 
test was used to determine if the Pearson’s r was statistically different in the Thomas 
exposure group compared to the Sham group. The most significant differences were found 
in the standard deviation values, which are represented in Figure 9. Changes in variability 
were most likely driving the correlations found with the mean values. 
 
Table 2. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for the daily average of the total 
amount of arms visited with the AP indices of days surrounding the day of experiment. 
Day Sham Thomas Fischer r to z 
score 
- 6 days r= -.132 
rho= -.156 
r= .476* 
rho= .653* 
z= -1.78; p=0.075 
- 5 days r= -.389 
rho= -.354 
r= .283 
rho= .359 
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- 4 days r= -.373 
rho= -.304 
r= .465* 
rho= .449 
 
- 3 days r= -.179 
rho= -.098 
r= .478* 
rho= .531* 
z= -1.92; p=0.055 
- 2 days r= -.334 
rho= -.181 
r= .151 
rho= .156 
 
- 1 day r= -.467 
rho= -.272 
r= .128 
rho= .036 
 
Day 0 r= -.338 
rho= -.058 
r= .111 
rho= .112 
 
+ 1 day r= .170 
rho= .313 
r= -.008 
rho= .042 
 
+ 2 days r= .013 
rho= .128 
r= -.218 
rho= -.305 
 
+ 3 days r= -.175 
rho= -.137 
r= -.386 
rho= -.400 
 
+ 4 days r= -.024 
rho= .021 
r= -.484* 
rho= -.374 
 
+ 5 days r= .188 
rho= .196 
r= -.380 
rho= -.352 
 
+6 days r= .060 
rho= .070 
r= -.474* 
rho= -.235 
 
* = p<0.05 
 
Table 3. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for the daily standard deviation 
of the total amount of arms visited with the AP indices of days surrounding the day of 
experiment. 
Day  Sham Thomas Fischer r to z 
score 
- 6 days 
 
r= -.220 
rho= -.314 
r= .763** 
rho= .692* 
z= -3.35, p<0.001 
- 5 days 
 
r= -.208 
rho= -.201 
r= .509* 
rho= .461* 
z= -2.11, p=0.035 
- 4 days 
 
r= -.215 
rho= -.154 
r= .737** 
rho= .561* 
z= -3.18, p=0.002 
- 3 days 
 
r= -.218 
rho= -.137 
r= .587* 
rho= .556* 
z= -2.44, p=0.015 
- 2 days 
 
r= .055 
rho= .085 
r= .173 
rho= .250 
 
- 1 day 
 
r= .128 
rho= -.022 
r= .223 
rho= .225 
 
Day 0 r= .162 r= .254  
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 rho= .034 rho= .324 
+ 1 day 
 
r= .260 
rho= .098 
r= .039 
rho= .048 
 
+ 2 days 
 
r= .277 
rho= .192 
r= -.101 
rho= -.356 
 
+ 3 days 
 
r= .241 
rho= .195 
r= -.495* 
rho= -.529* 
z= 2.15, p=0.032 
+ 4 days 
 
r= .200 
rho= .322 
r= -.555* 
rho= -.428 
 
+ 5 days 
 
r= .106 
rho= .270 
r= -.523* 
rho= -.486* 
z= 1.88, p=0.060 
+6 days 
 
r= .380 
rho= .435 
r= -.450 
rho= -.288 
 
* = p<0.05 
** = p<0.001 
 
 
Figure 9. Pearson correlation coefficients of the average daily AP indices on days before 
and after the day of experiment, with the standard deviation of the total number of arms 
each planaria visited while in the t-maze. Extra-large data points in the Thomas condition 
were significant in Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation tests and were more than 2 z-
scores from their respective point in the Sham group. 
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 The correlation between the standard deviation of the number of arms visited in 
the Thomas exposure group is evident in the scatterplots (Figure 10). Previous research 
investigating relationships with the geomagnetic storm indices (Bureau & Persinger, 
1995) binned their data into 5 nT increments to investigate threshold effects. While there 
are not enough data points in this dataset for that type of analysis, it seems worthwhile to 
visually inspect the scatterplots for any conspicuous thresholds. Comparing Figure 10A 
and 10B demonstrates the difference in correlation coefficients shown in Figure 9. Figure 
10B indicates that during quiet conditions the daily standard deviation in each condition 
was in the range of approximately 0-1.40, but started increasing at AP indices greater than 
15 nT. Previous research in this laboratory studying the influence of the geomagnetic field 
determined threshold values to be 20nT (Persinger, 1988; Bureau & Persinger, 1992; 
Bureau & Persinger, 1995; Persinger & Richards, 1995; Persinger, 1995; O’Connor & 
Persinger, 1996; Galic & Persinger, 2007), however it is important to note that these 
studies used the AA indices of geomagnetic deviations. When the AA indices were entered 
into the current dataset, the potential 15 nT threshold that was found with visual 
inspection of the scatterplot, was now found at 20 nT (Figure 10C). 
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C.  
Figure 10. Correlation between the standard deviation (SD) in the total number of arms 
visited by the planaria and the geomagnetic storm indices 4 days before the experiment. 
A. In the sham-exposed planaria with the AP index. B. In the Thomas-exposed planaria 
with the AP index. C. In the Thomas treated planaria with the AA index. 
 
Discussion 
 
 This experiment demonstrated that some planaria exhibited a positive electro-tatic 
behaviour towards the Thomas-patterned electric field. This was characterized by the 
planaria moving towards the electrodes and convulsing from being in such close 
proximity but not showing any behaviour indicating they tried to move away. Most stayed 
near the electrode, even when it was turned off. While the effect was significant, the 
average proportion of planaria that responded was small; about 18% of the planaria in the 
Thomas-exposure made contact with an electrode compared to about 4% in the sham 
condition. The discriminant analysis showed that this behaviour occurred more often 
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when the day of observation was followed by quiet geomagnetic activity. This does not 
mean that the planaria’s behaviour was able to influence the geomagnetic activity. It is 
more likely indicative of either the planaria responding to solar storms as they are 
happening, which take about 1.5-4 days to reach the Earth (Vladmirsky & Bruns, 2010). 
Or this may be the result of a low sample size not accurately representing the effect or 
statistical significance occurring from chance. However, if this behaviour in the planaria 
does represent a form of electroreception then it would make sense for this behaviour to 
be more likely to occur during quiet geomagnetic activity although it would be expected 
for that quiet activity to occur on the day of the experiment.  
 If there were environmental geomagnetic disturbances 3-6 days before the day of 
the experiment then the planaria exposed to the Thomas-electric field showed an increase 
in mobility as compared to those exposed to sham (Table 2). However, this effect was 
much more robust when looking at the standard deviation between the mobility of the 
planaria in one group for each day of experiment (Table 3; Figure 9). This indicates that 
some individual planaria were more affected than others. Geomagnetic disturbances and 
electric fields are both forms of electromagnetic fields (Persinger, 1980; Van Bladel, 
2007). Exposure to the geomagnetic disturbances may have pre-treated the planaria so 
that they then responded differently to the patterned electric field. Delayed effects of 
geomagnetic disturbances or storms have been reported before and have been 
hypothesized to indicate that time was needed to generate the change in signalling 
pathways that led to the behaviour (Galic & Persinger, 2007). The effect in this 
experiment appeared to have a threshold of about 15 nT in the AP indices and about 20 
nT in the AA indices (Figure 10B/C). 
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 Significant trends in various behaviours have been correlated with geomagnetic 
AA indices in Dr. Persinger’s laboratories indicate a threshold of 15-25 nT. These studies 
include: decreased latencies of seizure onset in rats (Bureau & Persinger, 1995), normal 
rat ambulation and seized rat mortality (Bureau & Persinger, 1992), thyroxine levels in a 
single patient (O’Connor & Persinger, 1996), reports of bereavement hallucinations 
(Persinger, 1988), vestibular experiences (Persinger & Richards, 1995), out of body 
experiences (Persinger, 1995), and decreased pain thresholds in rats (Galic & Persinger, 
2007). 
 In the experiment that measured out of body experiences, Dr. Persinger (1995) 
predicted and confirmed that the response of complex human behaviours to increasing 
geomagnetic storm intensity would be non-linear. Non-linear trends were also present in 
the vestibular experiences (Persinger & Richards, 1995), and bereavement hallucinations 
(Persinger, 1988) with geomagnetic storm intensities. However, in the experiments with 
findings of geomagnetic correlations with thyroxine levels (O’Connor & Persinger, 1996), 
pain thresholds in rats (Galic & Persinger, 2007), ambulation in normal rats and mortality 
in seized rats (Bureau & Persinger, 1992) the trends were linear. This may be because 
these latter behaviours are simpler compared to the complex human behaviour described 
above. These simpler behaviours may have had linear trends if the effects were being 
driven by primarily one factor, such as a neurotransmitter level. 
 Geomagnetic storms have been shown to influence circulating levels of melatonin 
(Burch et al., 1999). Planaria not only have melatonin, but it demonstrates a circadian 
rhythm similar to mammals (Itoh et al., 1999). Melatonin is known to have anti-
convulsant properties and is thought to reduce the amount of aberrant electrical activity 
in the brain (i.e. help prevent seizures). (Muñoz-Hoyos et al., 1998). Decreased levels of 
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melatonin may also result in an increase in the amount of circulating dopamine (Bureau 
& Persinger, 1992). Planaria mobility requires a functioning dopaminergic system, 
including dopamine synthesizing cells in their anterior region (Nishimura et al., 2007). 
Acute exposure to dopamine antagonists reduce the mobility of planaria (Raffa et al., 
2001), whereas acute exposure to dopamine agonists results in convulsions in 
hyperkinesia’s in the planaria (Venturini et al., 1989). Perhaps the results found above 
may have resulted from decreased melatonin resulting in increased dopamine; those two 
changes combined may have resulted in excitotoxicity of the dopamine synthesizing cells 
in the planaria, and the increased mobility was a result of a partially regenerated 
dopaminergic system that was sensitive to the weak electric fields used in this experiment. 
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Chapter 4 – Seed germination and photon emissions following 
exposure to a rotating magnetic field 
Abstract 
 
 A multitude of experiments have applied magnetic fields to plants or seeds and 
found a variety of different and sometimes contradicting results. We have a magnetic field 
generating device called the Chrysalis resonator, which has been shown to influence the 
brain activity of human participants, the photon emissions from bacteria, and photon 
emissions from mammalian cell cultures and from water itself. In this experiment 
sunflower seeds (Helianthus annus) were allowed to begin germination and then exposed 
to either the field generated by the Chrysalis resonator or a sham condition. Their growth 
and photon emissions were taken over the next 5 days. It was found that the seeds showed 
less germination 48 hours after exposure and significantly higher photon emissions when 
3 seeds were measured together in a dish, but not if 2 seeds or 1 seed were measured. 
These result seemed to indicate that the seeds may have become more sensitive to the 
presence of neighbouring seeds. The photon emissions results were also significantly 
impacted by the external weather conditions. 
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Introduction 
 
 The characteristics of magnetic field treatments previously used to treat plants are 
highly variable, and so are the results (Maffei et al., 2014). Some consistent findings seem 
to be reduced growth when high frequency (GHz) magnetic fields such as from cell phones 
or Gunn generators (produce fields in the microwave frequencies) are used (Vian et al., 
2016). While the high frequency magnetic fields in Vian et al. (2016) are man-made and 
produce decreases in plant growth, there have been other magnetic fields that have 
similar frequencies to powerlines and electrical outlets (50-60 Hz) that have shown 
positive effects in growth (Naz et al., 2012; Aleman et al., 2014) and negative (Mroczek-
Zdyrska et al., 2016). A review of experiments that investigated the effects of reduced 
ambient geomagnetic field (either using a Faraday cage-like device or active shielding) 
also found there was a trend of reduced growth (Belyavskaya, 2004). One study (Rakosy-
Tican et al., 2005) decreased the intensity of the X-component of Earth’s magnetic field, 
and found that these conditions could either increase or decrease plant growth depending 
on the geomagnetic storms conditions. 
Studies that apply low intensity magnetic fields that have frequencies that 
converge on the Schumann frequency seem to increase plant growth measures (Namba et 
al., 1995; Betti et al., 2011; Radhakrishnan & Kumari, 2013; Huang et al., 2018). For 
example, one study (Radhakrishnan & Kumari, 2013) used a 1500 nT field (~20 times 
weaker than Earth’s static field) at frequencies of 0.1 to 100 Hz to pretreat seeds, and 
found that exposure to a 10 Hz field was the most effective at increasing germination, 
water absorption, and electrical conductivity of the seed leachates. The changes in the 
electrical conductivity were associated with a more acidic pH and could indicate that the 
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magnetic field-treated seeds had an altered ion exchange with their external environment 
(Radhakrishnan & Kumari, 2013). Increased germination was found with exposure to a 
400-500 μT field (~10 times stronger than Earth’s static field) that was applied at 
frequencies of 1 to 1000 Hz, with 10 Hz having the largest increase in germination 
(Namba, Sasao, & Shibusawa, 1995). Recently, researchers applied a magnetic field of 
300μT at 7.83Hz (the Schumann frequency) and found an increase in germination 
compared to controls (Huang et al., 2018). Experiments utilizing static magnetic fields 
that are in the milliTesla intensity range show a high variability of results with findings of 
decreased growth (Vashisth & Nagarajan, 2010) and increased growth (Ćirković et al., 
2017). 
 Biological organisms emit photons (Galle et al., 1991; Albrecht-Buehler, 2005; 
Fels, 2009; Cifra et al., 2011; Dotta et al., 2012; Persinger et al., 2015; Dotta et al., 2014; 
Dotta et al., 2016; Fels, 2017), as do plants (Bernard & Williams, 1951; Kuzin & Surbenova, 
1995; Yan, 2006; Gallep & dos Santos, 2007; Sun et al., 2010; Moraes et al., 2012; Gallep 
et al., 2014; Footitt et al., 2016; Ćirković et al., 2017). One study that measured photon 
emissions from seeds, found that they could manipulate the number of photons by 
altering the temperature and humidity, factors involved in the onset of germination 
(Footitt et al., 2016). They also dissected the seeds and measured the separated sections 
and determined that the source of photon emissions were specifically from the inner layer 
of the seed coat, which surrounds the seed embryo, indicating that it may be involved in 
signalling the seed to begin germinating (Footitt et al., 2016). Photon emissions have also 
been demonstrated as a method of communication between organisms (Kuzin & 
Surbenova, 1995; Albrecht-Buehler, 2005; Fels, 2009; Cifra, Fields, & Farhardi, 2011; 
Fels, 2017).  
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 The current experiment was designed to investigate the effect of a magnetic field 
on the growth of germinating seeds, their individual photon emissions as well as any 
photon emissions that may be involved in inter-seed communication. 
Methods 
 
Seed germination preparation 
 Sunflowers (Helianthus annus) were obtained from the gardening section of a local 
department store (subtype, Russian mammoth). For each trial, 108 seeds were split 
between two solutions of 25 mL of a 5% bleach solution and submerged for 5 minutes. 
The bleach was then washed with tap water. The seeds were put into 100 mm petri dishes 
with 10 mL of President’s Choice spring water, with 18 seeds per dish. In each trial there 
were three dishes in each condition. 
Rotating magnetic field device 
 The rotating magnetic field device is known as the Chrysalis resonator. It consists 
of columns of solenoids arranged in a circle. This model was similar but not identical to 
the one described previously (Tessaro et al., 2015). When active, it had a peak frequency 
of 113 Hz, an intensity of ~0.75 gauss and a speed of between 3000-4000 r.p.m (rotations 
per minute).  
Procedure 
 After the seeds were placed into their dishes, three of these dishes were placed 
directly on the Chrysalis resonator for 1 hour to either be exposed to the field ON or to the 
sham condition (field OFF but with the fan running). After the first condition was 
complete there was an hour duration before the next condition. When not being exposed 
and during germination, the seeds were placed on flat surfaces in the dark. Daily 
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measurements were taken for five days to determine if each seed had begun to germinate 
and to measure the length of the root/stem that had emerged from the shell. Statistical 
analysis of the length measurements were completed only on the seeds that had begun 
germination. 
 After these measurements there were photon measurements taken on a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT). To do this, 6 seeds were picked from each condition that 
were within a range of seedling length measurements that had been taken that day (Table 
4). These were then put into three 35mm dishes; in the first dish there was one seed, in 
the second dish there were two seeds and in the third dish there were three seeds. Each 
of these dishes contained 0.5 mL of fresh spring water, this was to reduce the amount of 
stress that may have been occurring by measuring these seeds.  
 Light emissions were measured on a photomultiplier tube (PMT) housed in a 
black-painted wooden box that was covered in black towels. Samples were measured three 
times in one minute intervals at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. For statistical analysis, the 
average of the second and third recording was used for analysis. The first recording was 
not used because after each sample was placed on the PMT there would be a visible 
decrease in the number of photons being measured over the recording. Variables that are 
used to represent the photon emissions are the mean and the standard deviation of each 
recording. An example of a recording can be seen in Figure 11, from this the mean of all 
the points was computed as well as the standard deviation of all the points.  
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Table 4. Approximate range of root/stem lengths of seeds that were chosen from each 
condition to be used for photon measurements. 
Day of Measurement Range of seedling length (in millimetres) 
1 0-1 
2 1-2 
3 2-7 
4 9-30 
5 30-80 
 
 
Figure 11. Example of 1 minute recording of seeds on photomultiplier tube. One 
measurement was taken every 20 milliseconds (sampling rate of 50 Hz). 
 
Results 
 
Germination 
 Seeds were germinated in 100 mm petri dishes, with 18 seeds in one dish. The 
percent number of seeds in each dish that germinated were calculated for each day for 
both the magnetic field exposure and sham condition. The average was taken of the three 
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dishes in each condition. There was a significant interaction between day of measure and 
the field condition [F(4,16)=4.51, p=0.013; partial eta squared=0.53; Figure 12].  There 
was a significant decrease in the proportion of seeds which germinated for the magnetic 
field condition compared to the sham condition. Paired t-tests for each condition showed 
the interaction comes from difference in slope between day 1 and day 2 for the two 
conditions, evident in the disparity between the t-statistics (Table 5). This indicates that 
the effect on germination rate wasn’t evident until the day 2 measurement, which was 
taken ~48 hours after exposure. 
 
 
Figure 12. The percent seeds that had germinated over 5 days in the dark, resting in spring 
water. Seeds begun germination at Day 0 and were subsequently exposed to one of the 
conditions. Error bars represent SEM. 
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Table 5. Paired t-tests between the 5 days of measurement for the different magnetic field 
conditions. Values represent the t-statistic which had 2 degrees of freedom. 
 Day 1 to 2 Day 2 to 3 Day 3 to 4 Day 4 to 5 
Sham 18.2* 1.25 1.73 0.378 
Field 9.71* 2.14 0.555 2.50 
* = p<0.05 
 
Length of seedling was then measured for the seeds that had germinated. There was no 
significant difference between the field exposed of sham exposed seedlings [F(4,16)=0.45, 
p=0.770; Figure 13]. 
 
Figure 13. The length of seedling over the 5 days of germination in the dark. Seeds begun 
germination at Day 0 and were subsequently exposed to one of the conditions. Error bars 
represent SEM. 
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Photon 
 Initial results indicated no significant effects, however there was a large variability 
between the average number of photons between the different replicate of experiments 
[F(2,17)=15.2, p<0.001; Figure 14], as well as large differences in the standard deviation 
of the number of photons [F(2,17)=27.0, p<0.001; Figure 15]. In both variables, Tukey’s 
post hoc test determined that the three replications of the experiment had different 
amounts of photon emissions with the second replicate was significantly higher than the 
first and third replicate (p<0.05). 
 
 
Figure 14. Difference across in mean photons in the three different replicates. Error bars 
represent the SEM. 
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Figure 15. Difference across in standard deviation (SD) of photons in the three different 
replicates. Error bars represent the SEM. 
 
Due to this large variability, two statistical methods were used for further analysis. The 
first was entering weather variables into the dataset, to see if controlling for any of these 
removed the variability. Second, within-subjects z-scores were used as well to confirm any 
results found with the weather variables. 
 Weather variables included in the dataset were the daily and hourly average of 
temperature, relative humidity and AP index. Also included were the hour of day the 
measurements were taken and the day of year of the replicate. Using a series of 
multivariate analysis of covariances (MANCOVAs) it was determined that most of the 
significant covariates were from the between subjects analysis (between the three 
replications) and not the within subjects analyses (within each single replication) (Table 
6). Temperature and humidity explained the most variance when using the values for the 
hour of photon measurement, whereas the AP index explained the most variance when 
using the daily average values (Table 6). A regression analysis was used with all of the 
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weather variables and the mean number of photons. The only variable that entered as a 
predictor was the daily average AP index [F(1,17)=32.4, p=<0.001, r2=0.648; Table 7]. 
 
Table 6. F-values from multivariate analysis of covariance with weather variables from 
the hour of photon measurement or the daily average. Included are the effect sizes, 
represented as partial eta2. 
 Mean photons per second 
per cm2 
SD photons per second per 
cm2 
Covariate Statistic Between –
subjects 
Within- 
subjects 
Between - 
subjects 
Within- 
subjects 
Temperature 
of hour 
F- statistic 46.3** 0.84 80.7** 2.83 
Partial eta2 0.81 0.018 0.88 0.057 
Temperature, 
daily average 
F- statistic 0.20 0.00 0.12 1.33 
Partial eta2 0.018 0.0001 0.011 0.028 
Humidity of 
hour 
F- statistic 47.6** 1.87 83.7** 4.60* 
Partial eta2 0.81 0.038 0.88 0.089 
Humidity, 
daily average 
F- statistic 4.48 1.00 5.64* 0.02 
Partial eta2 0.29 0.021 0.34 0.0005 
Ap index of 
hour 
F- statistic 4.31 11.6* 4.11 10.8* 
Partial eta2 0.28 0.20 0.27 0.19 
Ap index, 
daily average 
F- statistic 79.7** 4.93* 168.4** 3.81 
Partial eta2 0.88 0.095 0.94 0.075 
F- statistic 30.1** 3.23 35.2** 3.82 
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Hour of 
measurement 
Partial eta2 0.73 0.064 0.76 0.075 
Day of year F- statistic 0.66 Cannot 
compute 
0.53 Cannot 
compute Partial eta2 0.057 0.046 
* p<0.05 
** p<0.001 
 
Table 7. Regression statistics of the daily AP index predicting the mean photons per 
second per cm2. 
Variable Regression Change in 
r2 
B Std Err of 
B 
Beta 
Daily AP 0.82 0.65 6.53 1.15 0.818 
Constant   -20.5 7.77  
 
The residuals from this analysis were saved and analyzed in a two-way ANOVA finding a 
significant main effect for the number of seeds [F(2,17)=9.40, p=0.003] and a significant 
two way interaction between the number of seeds and resonator condition [F(2,17)=4.28, 
p=0.040; Figure 16B]. Tukey’s post-hoc test determined this was being driven by the 3 
seeds group in the resonator condition being significantly higher than all other groups 
(p<0.05). The same trend of results was found with the standard deviation of photons, 
with the strongest effect being the 3 seeds in the resonator exposure condition (Figure 
17). 
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A.        B. 
Figure 16. Mean photon emissions per second per cm^2 (assumed diameter of 2.5cm for 
PMT aperture) across the different conditions in a resonator experiment. A. Original 
values. B. Residuals after counting for daily average AP index. Error bars represent SEM. 
 
Figure 17. Residuals of the standard deviation of recording of photon emissions per 
second per cm^2 (assumed diameter of 2.5cm for PMT aperture) across the different 
conditions. Error bars represent SEM. 
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 Another analysis was then carried out, using within subject z-scores, to see this 
would show the same result found above. For this analysis the dataset had to be re-
organized. Such that the measurements were averaged over the 5 days into one value. The 
within-subject component beccame the number of seeds that were measured and the 
within-subject z-scores were computed. When a MANOVA was used on the mean number 
of photons, the effect for number of seeds was still present [F(2,8)=5.58, p=0.030], where 
paired t-tests showed that the 3 seed group was significantly greater than the 1 seed group 
[t(5)=7.16, p=0.001]; but the there was no longer an interaction with resonator condition 
[F(2,8)=1.25, p=0.336]. When this same analysis was used with the standard deviation of 
photons, there was no londer a significant main effect of number of seeds [F(2,8)=3.51, 
p=0.080] but the interaction between number of seeds and resonator condition was 
significant [F(2,8)=4.67, p=0.045]. Paired t-tests showed that none of the groups were 
significantly different in the Sham condition (p>0.05) but that in the Field +vibrations 
condition, the 3seed was group was significantly greater than the 2seed group [t(2)=7.21, 
p=0.019] and the 1seed group [t(2)=19.3, p=0.003]. These are the same differences found 
between groups as was found in the residual analysis for the standard deviation of photon 
recordings. 
 
Discussion 
 
 Exposure to the dynamic field of the Chrysalis resonator (and its vibrations) caused 
approximately a 15% decrease in the number of seeds that germinated. This appeared in 
the measurements 48 hours after exposure, while there was no difference in germination 
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24 hours after exposure. Delayed effects of magnetic field exposure on germination have 
been previously reported (Ćirković et al., 2017).  
 The decrease in germination is an effect in this experiment similar to the high 
frequency man-made fields (Vian et al., 2016) or to environments that reduced the 
background intensity of the Earth’s static magnetic field (Belyavskaya, 2004). Is it 
possible that these two broad categories of fields are reducing a developing seeds 
coherence or connection with the Earth’s magnetic field? The phenomenon of this type of 
coherence has already been demonstrated in humans (Pobachenko et al., 2006; 
Persinger, 2014; Saroka et al., 2016), where the patterns of electrical activity in the brain 
correlated with the resonance frequencies of the Earth’s magnetic field.  
 The interaction in photon emissions with number of seeds was evaluated with two 
different statistical techniques. When using residuals that had controlled for weather 
variables, the interaction was significant both in the mean photons and standard 
deviation of photon emissions over the measurement period. However, when using the 
within subject z-score methods, only the standard deviation interaction remained 
significant. This indicates that this variable demonstrated the greatest change from 
exposure to the dynamic condition of the Chrysalis resonator and that the changes in SD 
would be seen to a lesser extent in the mean values.  
 Photon communication in biological organisms has been demonstrated many 
times (Kuzin & Surbenova, 1995; Albrecht-Buehler, 2005; Fels, 2009; Cifra et al., 2011; 
Prasad et al., 2014). It has been demonstrated that germinating radish seeds that had 
been exposed to gamma irradiation could influence the germination rate of other radish 
seeds that had never been exposed (Kuzin & Surbenova, 1995 in Cifra et al., 2011). 
Indicating a potential for seed to seed communication through photon emission; when 
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the seed germination rate was altered, these seeds may have been influenced by nearby 
seeds’ through biophoton emission. Biophoton signalling has been previously implicated 
in the start of germination (Footitt et al., 2016), in this experiment, the resonator may 
have altered the biophoton signalling of the seeds and as a result interfered with their 
germination. In the present experiment, we found altered biophoton emission, but only 
when three germinating seeds were measured together, and not when one or two seeds 
were measured. One explanation is signal to noise ratio, where all of the seeds had altered 
biophoton emission, but three seeds were needed for the PMT to be able to detect the 
difference between conditions.  
 Another explanation for the results is that the increased photon emissions of the 
three seeds measured together was the result of a stress reaction in the seeds due to 
overcrowding. It has been previously demonstrated that changes in population density of 
biological organisms can alter their biophoton emission (Galle et al., 1991) and also 
influence the growth of organisms nearby (Fels, 2009; Fels, 2017). This could imply that 
the resonator induced the germinating seeds to be hyper sensitive to the presence of other 
seeds nearby. This may also explain the decrease in germination that was found, in that 
it was a response to increased population density, which could also explain why the 
decrease in germination was found 48 hours after the beginning of germination and not 
24 hours after. There is an increased likelihood that the plants would be able to sense the 
presence of surrounding seeds at that time, either by their individual biophoton emission, 
contact or seed leachates.  
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Chapter 5 – Influence of healing intentionality on cell growth and 
photon emissions 
Abstract 
 
 Changes in the intensity of the geomagnetic field have been associated with a range 
of biological responses, as have exposure to magnetic fields. Unique individuals have 
demonstrated a capability to alter the intensity of the geomagnetic field close to their head 
when engaging in a state specific task. This experiment investigated the potential for 
healing intentionality to influence the growth and photon emissions by breast cancer 
cells. Five participants with varying experience in healing intentionality were volunteers. 
All trials were completed in our cell culture laboratory. A tray of cell cultures was placed 
in front of the individual, they were given no specific directions on how they should 
proceed and there were no time restrictions. A side study was completed with one of the 
participants, with alive and dead cancer cells. Results indicated differences in photon 
emissions of the alive and dead condition, as well as the appearance of a circadian rhythm 
in photon emissions for the cells. There appeared to be a small effect on photon emissions 
between the participants, but it was more related to their program of study as opposed to 
healing intentionality experience. These large main effects may have occluded any effect 
of healing that occurred, future studies should have better controlled trials and more 
replicates. 
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Introduction 
 
 Incidence rates of cancer continue to increase and yet there is no easy treatment 
for these individuals. While chemotherapy is effective in treating some cancers, it also 
decreases the quality of life. Exposure to specific weak, frequency-modulated magnetic 
fields have demonstrated promise in the inhibition of growth of cancer cells (Hu et al., 
2010; Buckner et al., 2015). These fields are used at roughly the same intensity of the 
Earth’s magnetic field (~25-70 μT). Exposure to these magnetic fields, and some other 
patterned magnetic fields have shown a wide range of effects, from reducing pain 
thresholds (Fleming et al., 1994; Martin et al., 2004) to inducing the feeling of the 
presence of a sentient being (Persinger & Healey, 2002). Geomagnetic storms, which are 
natural magnetic field disturbances, are of intensities in the range of 15-100 nT. This is 
~1000 times weaker than the background intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field, however 
they can still produce effects on biological organisms (Freidman et al., 1963; Bureau & 
Persinger, 1992; Richards & Persinger, 1995; Galic & Persinger, 2007; Mulligan et al., 
2010; Murugan et al., 2015).  
 Unique individuals who have abilities such as remote viewing have unique brain 
activity, such as high occipital alpha (Persinger et al., 2002) and increased temporal theta 
and high frequency activity (Hunter et al., 2010). Sean Harribance (SH), who is able to 
engage in intuitive like states, describes an individual’s memories just by looking at their 
picture, produces a decrease in the intensity of the horizontal component of the Earth’s 
magnetic field during this process in the area around the right side of his head. This shift 
is of a magnitude at about 150 nT one centimeter away, and 5 nT one meter away from 
his head (Hunter et al., 2010). Similarly, a Reiki practioner was able to reduce the 
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intensity of that same component 15 centimeters away from her head by an average of 
7nT but up to 12nT, when imagining white light (Persinger et al., 2013).When SH’s 
electrical activity from the parahippocampal region of his temporal lobe was recorded and 
digitized into a magnetic field, it was able to inhibit the growth of cancer (Karbowski et 
al., 2012). 
 In this experiment recruited 5 participants with a variety of experience in healing 
intentionality volunteered, to attempt to reduce the growth of cancer cells with the power 
of their mind. 
 
Methods 
 
Cell culture 
 MCF7 breast cancer cells were maintained in DMEM media supplemented with 
10% fetal bovine serum, 100U/ml penicillin G, 100μg/ml streptomycin sulfate and 
250ng/ml amphotericin B. They were subcultured every 2-4 days in 150 mm cell culture 
dishes. Media was removed, 5 mL of 0.25% trypsin was added for 5 minutes, and then 5 
mL of cell media was added, this solution was centrifuged then resuspended in media and 
split at a ratio of approximately 1:5. Cells were obtained from Dr. Carly Buckner, and Dr. 
Robert Lafrenie from the Health Sciences North Cancer Research Centre in Sudbury, 
Ontario. For experiments, cells were plated in 100 mm and 60 mm dishes for the cell 
growth measurements and 60mm for the biophoton measurements. Cells were cultured 
in complete media at 37°C and %5 CO2. 
 
Measurements  
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Photon measurements: Measurements were taken with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) in 
a dark box in a dark room. The dark box is a wooden box that is ~ 1 foot cubed (with no 
top), painted black and covered in black towels. The PMT sits inside the box with its 
aperture pointed upwards. Cell plates are placed onto this aperture for measurement. The 
device was programmed to take measurements every 20msec which gave it a sampling 
rate of 50Hz. Four consecutive 1 minute measurements were taken, the 3rd measurement 
was used for analysis. 
 
Microscope Pictures: Each plate of cells had two pictures taken of it, one at a 
magnification of 100x under a light compound microscope and the other under a broken 
inverted microscope. Because the inverted microscope is broken, I am unsure of what the 
magnification is, however, it is much lower than the other microscope, sample pictures 
are provided below (Figure 18). These pictures were taken with a camera phone through 
the ocular of the microscopes. To analyze the images they were converted to .jpeg files, 
then the image file size was obtained for each plate. This is a value that approximates 
complexity measure of the image, the higher the complexity the greater the file size would 
be. 
     
A. Low magnification, low cell density  B. High magnification, low cell density 
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C. Low magnification, high cell density  D. High magnification, high cell density 
Figure 18. Sample of pictures taken of cell plates. 
 
Trypan Blue Exclusion Method: The media was removed from the cell dishes and replaced 
with 1 mL of 0.25% trypsin for 5 minutes. The cells were collected in this solution, 
transferred to 2 mL tubes and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 2000 g. The supernatant was 
removed and the cells were resuspended in PBS (phosphate buffered saline) with 20 μL 
of trypan blue. This solution was loaded into a haemocytometer and the clear (live) and 
blue-stained (dead) cells were counted. 
  
Experiment 1: Cancer cell response to human intentionality 
 On day 0 of the experiment, the cells were harvested and subcultured onto 60 mm 
or 100 mm dishes. On day 1 the cells received their treatment, and then were assessed at 
two different time points of measurement. The first measurement was taken within 9 
hours after treatment and the second was taken on day 2, 24-28hours after treatment. 
Cells were split so that the plates would be close to 100% confluent on day 2.  
 There were a total of five participants, each with a varying degree of experience in 
practicing healing intentionality (Table 8). Each time a participant came in for a 
treatment they entered the cell biology lab, took a seat in either a chair or a stool and filled 
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out a mood score evaluation. When completed, they handed it to the experimenter who 
then took out four 60 mm dishes and two 100 mm dishes from the incubator that had 
been split the night before. The tray was placed in front of the individual and they were 
asked to indicate to the experimenter when they began their treatment and when they 
finished so that the duration of the treatment could be recorded. After the treatment they 
completed another mood score evaluation and after the participant left another tray of 
cells was placed on the bench in the same place as the treatment plates for the same 
duration.  
 The 60 mm dishes were used for measuring the light emission from the plates with 
the PMT and then counting the number of cells on the plate with the trypan blue exclusion 
method. The 100mm dishes were used for western blot analysis of the phosphorylation of 
ERK (extracellular regulated kinase) (data not shown). All of these measurements were 
taken at the first and again at the second time point. 
 
Table 8. Demographics of participants in experiment. 
Participant Gender Age Healing Experience Occupation 
P01 Female  Professional Practicing Shaman Healer 
P02 Male 32 Novice to intermediate Ph.D. Interdisciplinary 
Human Studies 
P03 Male 26 Novice/beginner 
practitioner 
PhD Biomolecular Sciences, 
forensics psychometrist and 
counsellor 
P04 Male 25 Novice M. Sc in Biology 
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P05 Female 32 Intermediate to 
professional, closer to 
professional 
Human Studies PhD 
Program 
 
 
Experiment 2: Influence of Shaman healer on alive vs. dead cancer cells 
 
 There was a side study completed with subject P01, she treated both healthy MCF7 
breast cancer cells and also dead MCF7 breast cancer cells. The dead condition of cancer 
cells were plated and split in the same manner as the alive cells. On the day of the 
experiment, about 2 hours before the Shaman arrived, the dead cell condition was created 
by dumping out their media and adding a 3% (w/w) solution of hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) to the cells for 5 minutes. The cells were then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 2000 
rpm, H2O2 was removed, and the cells were re-suspended in media. After treatment by 
the Shaman healer or a negative control trial photon measurements were taken that same 
day and 24 hours later. They were measured 4 times for 1 minute each at a sampling rate 
of 50Hz. 
 
Experiment 3: Circadian rhythm of biophoton emission of cell cultures 
 
 MCF-7 cells were split on Day 0 into twelve 60mm culture dishes. Two plates per 
time point were measured at ~ Noon, 6pm and midnight on both Day 1 and Day 2. Taking 
measurements for two consecutive days controlled for cell count effects. Photons were 
measured as described above. Before any cells were put into the box, there were empty 
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box photon measurements taken. This would indicate if any changes in photon counts in 
the cells were a result of a change in background photons. 
 
Results 
 
Cell counts 
 A three way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used with independent variables of 
time point, participant and condition. Condition referred to either the plates that were 
treated by the participant or the plates that served as controls for each treatment. If there 
was a significant effect of the treatment on cell growth or survival then we would expect 
to see a significant interaction with the condition variable with participant. However, this 
was not the case (p>0.05). 
 
Microscope Pictures 
 In the image size analysis we correlated the size of the image of each plate with the 
number of cells that were counted with the trypan blue exclusion method. There was a 
conspicuous relationship between the pictures taken at the higher magnification (r= 
0.869, p<0.001; rho=0.868, p<0.001; Figure 19A). The pictures taken at the lower 
magnification did not show this same relationship (r=0.013, p=0.904; rho=0.012, 
p=0.910; Figure 19B). Because this measure of complexity may represent more than just 
number of cells, and perhaps how the cells organized themselves as they filled the plates, 
an analysis of variance was run with image size as the dependent and independents of 
participant, day and condition and covarying for number of cells, but this did not show 
any significant relationships (p>0.05).  
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 Using the picture size analysis as a measure of complexity to measure number of 
cells is novel, and to the knowledge of the writer has not been previously demonstrated. 
More experiments need to be completed to confirm that this relationship exists, while also 
exploring the influence of cell size and shape may have on these values.  
 
A.  
B.  
Figure 19. Corrleations between the size of the image taken of a cell plate and the number 
of cells that were subsequently counted with the trypan blue exclusion method. A. Images 
taken at higher magnification. B. Images taken at lower magnification. 
  
Photon Measures 
 First, it should be stated that about halfway through the experiments there was a 
contamination of the MCF7 cell cultures and new cultures were obtained. When 
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comparing negative controls from the MCF7s in the first half (Stock 1) of the experiment 
with the second half (Stock 2) of the experiment, there was a significant difference 
between the mean number of photons emitted. 
 An ANOVA determined there was an overall difference in the mean photon count 
between the two stock plates. To check to see if there was some change in the 
photomultiplier tube, the empty box measurements were included in the analysis. This 
produced an interaction between the stock plate and the presence of cells [F(1,37) = 10.7, 
p = 0.003; Figure 20]. Where the empty box measurements taken during the stock 1 
(M=0.151, SEM=0.00471) were not significantly different from the empty box 
measurements taken during the stock 2 time period (M=0.164, SEM=0.0143). However, 
the control cells from the stock 1 time period (M=1.40, SEM=0.163) were significantly 
higher (p<0.001) than the stock 2 control cells (M=0.57, SEM=0.0918).  
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Figure 20. Photon emissions from stocks of MCF7s that were measured in two distinct 
periods of time show differences not seen in background measurements. Error bars 
represent SEM. 
 
 Another trend that was noticed in the raw data was an effect for time of day with 
photon emissions (see Experiment 3). And therefore, difference scores were computed 
using the control plates that were run after every treatment. These were computed in the 
following manner: 
 
Difference score= treatment measurement-control measurement 
 
Positive values indicate that the treatment plate had greater photon emissions than the 
control plate for that measurement and negative values indicate that the treatment plate 
had less than the control plate. 
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 There were no significant effects for the difference scores in the mean number of 
photons (p>0.05), however for the difference scores in the standard deviation for the 
number of photons, a main effect for participant was approaching significance 
[F(5,39)=1.96, p=0.116, ω2=0.25; Figure 21A]. It was observed that the participants that 
are currently completing graduate degrees, that the human studies participants were 
trending in the same direction and the biomolecular/biology participants were trending 
in the same direction. When a new variable was created to group these participants 
together, the effect became significant [F(3,39)=3.43, p=0.029, ω2=0.24; Figure 21B]. 
You’ll notice that the effect sizes between the non-significant and significant statisitcs 
were comprable. Tukey’s post hoc’s determined that the changes in biophotons produced 
in response to exposure to participants for the human studies group was significantly 
higher than those produced by exposure to the biomolecular/biology group (p=0.041). 
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B.  
Figure 21. Difference scores in the standard deviation (SD) of photon emissions over a 
recording of cells treated by one of the participants or the negative control condition. A. 
The effect is not significant. B. Participants were grouped by degree of study, the effect 
became significant. Error bars represent SEM. 
 
Experiment 2: Influence of Shaman healer on alive vs. dead cancer cells 
 
 The following analysis was conducted to determine photon differences between 
alive and dead cells. There was no significant difference for the mean photon emissions 
from the cells [F(1,45)=0.305, p=0.584]. A spectral analysis was completed on the photon 
recordings which created 0.1 Hz frequency bins between 0 and 25 Hz. These values were 
averaged into 1 Hz bins and used in a discriminant between the alive (N=24) and dead 
cells (N=22). Each sample represents the average of two cell culture measurements in the 
same condition treated on the same day. In the discriminant analysis, the frequency bins 
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dead cells [Wilk’s Λ=0.668, X2(3)=17.2, p=0.001]. The function [Function= 6.56*(3 Hz) 
– 9.24*(12 Hz) + 6.48*(20 Hz) – 3.28] had a canonical correlation of 0.58 and was able 
to correctly classify 71.7% of the cross-validated cases. These frequency bins were then 
analyzed with an analysis of variance with cell state (alive vs dead) as well as participant 
(Shaman vs negative control). The 3 Hz [F(1,45)=6.72, p=0.013) and 20 Hz [F(1,45)=6.01, 
p=0.019] bins were found to be significant between alive and dead, whereas the 12 Hz bin 
was not [F(1,45)=0.117, p=0.734]. Next, the 0.1Hz values that comprised the bins were 
analyzed as separate variables to determine which ones were driving the effect. For the 
3Hz bin, it was 2.6Hz that was significantly different (p=0.014), with 2.3Hz approaching 
significance (p=0.051) (Figure 22). And for the 20Hz bin, it was 19.3Hz (p=0.009) and 
19.7Hz (p=0.048) that were significantly different with 20.0Hz approaching significance 
(p=0.085) (Figure 22). 
 
 
Figure 22. Spectral power density (SPD) values for frequency bins that discriminated 
between alive vs dead MCF7 breast cancer cells. Error bars represent SEM. 
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Experiment 3: Circadian rhythm of biophoton emission of cell cultures 
 
 A oneway ANOVA found a significant effect for time point [F(5,17)=6.16, p=0.005, 
ω2=0.72; Figure 23 (bars on the left)], where Tukey’s post hoc test indicated that photon 
counts at noon on day 2 were significantly higher than 6pm on day 1 (p=0.021) and day 2 
(p=0.012) as well as midnight on day 1 (p=0.014) and day 2 (p=0.011). There was no 
significant effect for time point in the empty box measurements [F(5,17)=0.529, p=0.750; 
Figure 23 (bars on the right)].  
   
 
 
Figure 23. Changes in photons from MCF-7 cell cultures show circadian rhythm not seen 
in photon recordings of an empty box. Error bars represent SEM. 
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Discussion 
 
 While we did not observe any inhibition of cell growth in this experiment, this may 
have been due to the experimental design or the tool of measurement. In terms of design, 
perhaps we should have designed the treatments to be administered similar to how 
applied weak, magnetic fields have shown to be effective in slowing cancer growth. Our 
method of counting was the trypan blue exclusion method. Perhaps this tools is best for 
measuring robust treatments that show a large decrease in growth. Subtle changes with 
healing intentionality in growth have been found before with MCF7s however the method 
of measurement was the MTT assay (Smith & Laskow, 2000). Also, in that experiment 
the researchers cultured the cells so that they were in a stressed state, either with 
doxorubicin or by plating at high densities. This stressed state might be a closer 
approximation to disease in vivo which might be a requirement for healing intentionality 
to be effective.  
 There was a large difference in the photon emissions for the negative controls that 
were derived from two different stocks of MCF7 breast cancer cells. These differences 
might be due to the fact that these measurements were separated in time; measurements 
of the first stock plates took place in August, 2017, whereas measurements of the second 
stock plates took place in September-October, 2017. This may have resulted from 
something that occurred during the transport of the two stocks from the Cancer Centre to 
the University, they are separated by ~ 3km. It is possible that some event during 
transportation occurred that significantly impacted only the photon emissions of the cells 
but not their growth. Alternatively, if this reflects something different in the time periods 
of measurement, a primary candidate would be temperature, or even the presence of the 
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Shaman Healer, as she was in the lab almost every day during the end of July until mid-
August. It was shortly after she left that the cells became contaminated and we needed to 
get a new stock. Finally, it is possible that over time there was a shift in the biological 
properties of the MCF7 breast cancer cells, and that this genetic drift is evident in 
biophoton emissions. 
 Difference scores needed to be taken to correct for the above effect found between 
cells stocks and the circadian rhythm effect found. The difference scores taken of the 
standard deviation in the photon emission recordings indicated a potential difference 
between cells from the treatment from the participant, but not related to their experience 
and skill level in healing intentionality, but related to the program of study. This may be 
an indirect representation of an intrinsic characteristic, or personality trait. Endogenous 
electromagnetic fields and patterns have previously been hypothesized to exist and have 
a role in social interactions that we are not aware of (McDonnell, 2014; Liboff, 2016; 
Liboff, 2017). 
 Comparing the spectral characteristics of the photon emissions of the alive vs dead 
cells found differences in the 2-3 Hz and 19-20 Hz range. Differences around 20 Hz are 
interesting because this frequency range has previously been associated with the plasma 
membrane of cancer cells (Persinger & Lafrenie, 2014). In photon measurements the 20 
Hz frequency band typically has higher spectral power densities in cancerous cell lines 
compared to non-cancerous cell lines (Karbowski et al., 2015; Dotta et al., 2016). Perhaps, 
if the 20 Hz frequency is associated with the membrane, but does not require a 
functioning cell and arises from the components of the cell membrane, then it is increased 
in the dead cancerous cell vs alive cancerous because the dead form may represent an 
increased entropy state of the membrane, which cancer cells have been hypothesized to 
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represent (Persinger & Lafrenie, 2014). Interestingly, Dotta et al. (2016) also found 
photon emission in the 2.6 Hz band was increased in the healthy tissue vs the cancerous 
tissue. If this frequency is involved with internal processes related to malignancy, then 
finding it also increased in dead cancer cells may be indicative of no cancer whatsoever, 
either dead or non-malignant cells. 
 In this experiment, we found that MCF-7 breast cancer cells emitted significantly 
more photons at noon than at 6pm and at midnight (Figure 23). The temperature in the 
dark room in this experiment should have been fairly uniform, as this data was collected 
in December (2017) and the greatest temperature change inside the room should have 
occurred shortly after 10:30pm (the time that they turn the heating off in the building, 
ref: maintenance worker). While it is possible that these differences were due to changes 
in the culture media, the effect is more evident on day 2, when there would be more cells 
in the dish to emit photons, indicating it’s more likely this is due to circadian rhythms in 
the cells. 
 Are these circadian rhythms or are the cells responding to changes in the external 
environment? This data cannot be interpreted without taking into consideration the 
question just proposed, which is something that has been argued among scientists for 
decades. Have circadian rhythms been incorporated into our DNA and therefore are 
genetically conserved in cells despite being kept in a temperature- and humidity-
controlled incubator? Or is the “machinery” responsible for circadian rhythms just 
sensitive to environmental variables which have their own circadian rhythms? For 
example, water uptake of germinating seeds kept in a temperature and humidity 
controlled incubator not only maintained seasonal variability but also had a correlation 
value of 0.75 with the temperature outside the building (Spruyt et al., 1987). 
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 It should also be noted how odd it is to find differences in mean photon output of 
the cell dishes with circadian rhythms and with different stocks of the same cell line, but 
not when comparing alive vs dead cells. Why this is, is not known. 
 These experiments produced a few significant effects that, while are interesting in 
themselves, but did not directly answer the question: can healing intentionality from 
individuals who practice that as a profession, reduce the growth of cancer cells in culture? 
The significant results in this experiment of cells from different stocks, “personality” of 
individual, circadian rhythm in photon emissions, may as a whole indicate the 
complicated nature of the experimental method. Therefore, when studying subtle 
phenomenon, the variables that produce large main effects need to be controlled for and 
homogenized across trials, to increase the sensitivity of the measurements. 
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Chapter 6 – General Discussion 
 This dissertation demonstrates the importance of understanding our Earth’s 
magnetic field. Not only can the geomagnetic field influence mental states, especially for 
sensitive populations, but the two planaria chapters in this thesis demonstrate that a 
portion of their population is sensitive as well. This may indicate common mechanisms 
between humans and planaria. One potential mechanism is that geomagnetic storms act 
by decreasing the amount of melatonin (Bureau & Persinger, 1992; Kay, 1994; Persinger, 
1995b; Burch et al., 1999; Mulligan et al., 2012). Decreased melatonin metabolites after 
geomagnetic storms have been measured in humans (Burch et al., 1999). Melatonin is a 
known anti-convulsant (Muñoz-Hoyos et al., 1998) and its suppression has been 
hypothesized to explain the decreased latencies for seizure onset (Bureau & Persinger, 
1995). Inhibition in melatonin synthesis could result in an increase in dopamine 
production (Bureau & Persinger, 1992). The planarian responses to increased 
geomagnetic disturbance was an increase in mobility. Antidopaminergic agents, such as 
antipsychotics, are known to decrease the mobility in planaria (Raffa, Holland, & 
Schulingkamp, 2001), which is consistent with this idea. 
 This thesis provides good cautionary data for scientists because of the way that the 
geomagnetic field can influence an experiment. An experiment conducted in the winter, 
may not produce the same results as an experiment conducted in the summer. The change 
in weather variables may be influencing the results, however, one could argue that being 
in a temperature-controlled room would eliminate this possibility. Scientists are still 
human, and are therefore still capable of believing that our world consists of what we are 
able to perceive. The geomagnetic field intensity shows variability over the course of a 
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year, as does atmospheric electricity, as does barometric pressure, as does humidity and 
as does the frequency that geomagnetic storms occur. This is true as well for the time of 
day, it is well known that organisms have circadian rhythms, but much research has 
shown that these may be controlled by circadian rhythms in environmental variables, 
such as light cycle or tidal variations (Barlow et al., 2012; Moraes et al., 2014), which 
influence the intensity of the Earth’s field (Persinger, 1980; Liboff, 2013). Yet, when 
discrepancies are found between trials or experiments, they are usually attributed to 
something in the immediate environment, such as equipment, carelessness, etc. Much 
like Skinner (1948) showed in his pigeon experiments, where the animals developed 
superstitious behaviour concerning food release. Because the food was released at 
random intervals, the pigeon would pair the release with whatever was occurring at the 
time. This makes consistency in completing experiments important, or if inconsistent 
results are found, then continually repeating the procedure, as this should elucidate the 
source of discrepancy.  
 The threshold for geomagnetic effects seems to consistently be around 20nT for 
most responses, if plugged into Weber’s fraction (Persinger, 1985), with the background 
intensity of the Earth found in the Neuroscience research labs of ~ 50,000nT (Persinger 
et al., 2002), would produce a value of 0.04%. We may not have any specialized sensory 
cells for detecting magnetic fields, but there is still an unconscious detection/influence. 
This has been demonstrated previously with electroencephalographic activity of the brain 
(Mulligan et al., 2010), where the right hemisphere was more affected, this being the 
hemisphere that’s typically involved with unconscious processing (Ottoson, 1987 
referenced in Scott & Persinger, 2013). 
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 The Weber ratio for sensitivity demonstrates the importance of background 
sensitivity (Persinger, 1985), this indicates that regions of higher latitude may have 
different sensitivity and therefore different responses to applied magnetic exposures, 
since the background intensity would be increased compared to lower latitudes 
(Persinger, 1980). Changes in background intensity altering effects in experiments with 
applied magnetic fields was demonstrated by Blackman et al. (1985). Perhaps this can 
explain the discrepancies in results that are found between studies that are conducted in 
different geographical locations. For example, O’Connor & Persinger (1996) found a 
linear increase in thyroxine (T4) levels in a patient with epilepsy, which was hypothesized 
to be due to a decrease in melatonin, and melatonin is known to inhibit the release of 
thyroid stimulating hormone. But this contrasts findings of individuals in Svalbard (one 
of the most northern cities in the world), where increased geomagnetic activity was 
positively associated with cortisol levels, negatively associated with triiodothyronine (T3) 
and no relationship with T4 (Breus et al., 2015). Interestingly both of these former 
relationships were season specific. These results contrast the results of O’Connor & 
Persinger (1996), but instead of concluding improper experimentation, this may be more 
indicative of differential sensitivity in different geomagnetic climates.  
 In another example, Bunevicius et al. (2017) reported a failure in replicating a 
previously found association between lunar phase and intracranial aneurysm ruptures. 
They also found two other large studies that also found no association of aneurysm 
ruptures with lunar phase. Their conclusion for the inconsistency was the use of 
inappropriate statistical methods. While this is possible, it’s important to consider other 
factors as well, such as geomagnetic climate (as discussed above), potential seasonal 
interactions with lunar phase (as found in this thesis), and other yet to be discovered 
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variables. In terms of statistical analysis, while including too many variables and finding 
statistical significance by chance needs to be avoided, sometimes researchers while 
investigating environmental variables will do the opposite and not consider the potential 
lag effects of weather variables. For example, Schnabel et al. (2000) sought to replicate 
the findings of Dr. Persinger (1995), which showed an increased likelihood of sudden 
unexpected deaths in epileptics during months of high geomagnetic activity. In their 
study they only included the Ap indices for the estimated time of death, and when they 
found no relationship, they concluded that therefore there was none. This is negligent, as 
in studies of changes in sensitive populations following geomagnetic storms there is often 
a temporal lag effect of anywhere from a few days to one month (Freidman et al., 1963; 
Persinger, 1995; Kay, 2004; Tada et al., 2014). Geomagnetic storms may reduce a 
threshold in these individuals and then it may be some other stressful event that 
precipitates the response. This indicates a potential for experimenter bias, which is 
analogous to the debate over the McConnell findings in the 1950’s with learning in 
planaria. He showed that planaria took less time to learn a task if they were fed diced 
planaria that had already learned it (McConnell, 1962). Controversy over these results 
came about when some researchers failed to replicate the results (Walker, 1966). 
However, it was pointed out that this may not have had to do with an experimenter biasing 
their results to find significance, but rather that planaria are sensitive creatures and it 
may have been that the researchers who found negative results did not handle them 
properly (Travis, 1981). A well-designed experiment demonstrated that what McConnell 
found was true, but that it was the cannibalization that improved learning regardless of 
whether the planaria eaten had been conditioned (Hartry et al., 1964). However, this still 
demonstrates the importance of the researcher and the experimental design. The previous 
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chapter of this thesis demonstrated the potential that cells will emit different photon 
emissions when treated by individuals as a function of their program of study. It also 
demonstrated the care that needs to be taken when planning experiments. The poorly 
planned experiment may be analogous to the mis-handling planaria hypothesis, which 
introduces too much variability to find subtle results. 
 This thesis demonstrates the importance of considering the weather matrix and 
how it can influence biological organisms in ways we do not yet fully understand. In the 
Weather Matrix and Human Behaviour, Dr. Persinger (1980) reports and discusses a 
series of experiments called the Hollander experiments. Briefly, these consisted of 
experiments conducted in a chamber, which could control temperature, humidity, 
barometric pressure, and concentrations of positive and negative ions in the air. They 
recruited participants who had previously suffered joint and arthritic pain to live in the 
chamber for 2-3 weeks. Over this time the participants were exposed to a multitude of 
combinations of these weather variables and would report subjective changes in joint 
pain. They found the weather conditions that produced the most joint pain were 
decreased barometric pressure and increased humidity. Before discussing applications, 
Dr. Persinger first points out that while the participants were blind to the weather 
conditions, the staff that interacted with the participants was not. He then outlines a 
mechanism by which these two variables would interact to produce the joint pain and the 
decreased attentional capacity which has also been associated with decreased barometric 
pressure (Persinger, 1980). However, at the end of this he states “The reader is reminded 
that the previous discussion is a story dressed in scientific terminology”. I would like to 
steal this line and apply to the present thesis. Because while there seemed to be logical 
explanations for the results I found, much of how we interact with the electromagnetic 
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medium of the Earth is unknown and therefore as always, the quantitative results have 
the most value. 
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